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The gTLD Registries Stakeholder Group has been informed that, in the case of the recent .jobs alleged 

breach notice (“Notice”), there was no prior communication between the ICANN staff and the registry 

operator regarding the concerns raised in the Notice.  If indeed the case, this is especially troubling in 

that it appears the conduct in question arises directly out of a new registry service that we believe was 

not only approved by the ICANN Board, but was re-affirmed by the ICANN Board upon reconsideration. 

We wish to emphasize that registry operators perform a critical role in the stable resolution of DNS 

services that are relied upon by millions of people and businesses. While we appreciate the important 

role and obligations placed upon ICANN compliance staff to swiftly take action on behalf of ICANN, this 

should never come as a surprise to the impacted registry or to the ICANN Board. We understand that in 

rare emergencies it may not be possible to engage in discussions prior to the issuance of a breach 

notice, but we strongly believe that proactive, constructive engagement should be the preferred 

approach, and a notice of breach or termination should only be an option of last resort.  We are not 

aware of any facts that leads us to believe this is the case in this instance.

ICANN must rely on a clear, predictable and transparent mechanism when developing and 

communicating a Notice to a registry operator, especially in a world of hundreds of TLDs. When a Notice

is issued, we believe ICANN should inform the Board of the issue as well as the efforts made by ICANN 

staff to resolve the issue with the registry prior to the Notice, including any suggested solutions to 

resolving the breach. We believe that the General Counsel should develop and implement a procedure 

for notification of its intention to issue a Notice concerning a critical DNS function, particularly if the 

conduct in question arises directly out of a new registry service that was approved by the ICANN Board.  

Incorporating this procedure will enable members of the Board to be informed about such intention. 

It is our firmly held view that, only in emergency situations that present a direct impact and harm to the 

security and stability of the DNS, should ICANN initiate an immediate action without prior notification to

the registry operator and the Board. The process of initiating and communicating a Notice to a registry 

operator must provide the type of assurance and transparency the user community would expect from 



ICANN in its role as the oversight body to a critical function of the Internet.  We believe this is consistent 

with the ICANN’s objective of building broad-based user and institutional confidence.  We strongly 

advise the ICANN Staff and Board to incorporate and communicate a clearly defined procedure without 

delay.
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